Barcode Entry Station /
Ticket Dispenser

Barcode Entry Station /
Ticket Dispenser
Standard Features


Robust mild steel / stainless steel enclosure with UV resistant acrylic faceplate



Proven solid reliability



7” weather-proof LCD display


High brightness, viewable in direct sunlight. Display can be customised to display site logos marketing material or special instructions



Displays the name of the access card user as well as a welcome message



The display creates a brilliant first impression



Proximity sensing “no touch” button with colour changing LED’s for prolonged usage



Integrated audio with changeable message welcoming the visitor as soon as the vehicle is detected on
the built-in loop detector



Ticket format code either 1D or 2D barcodes



Capable of operating on-line or off-line



Works in conjunction with the Parking Portal where all data is automatically synced and clients are able
to obtain all relevant data and information in real-time.



Actek technical personnel are automatically notified of errors and breakdowns as the majority of errors
can be self diagnosed by the system and either be repaired remotely via built-in internet connection, or
a field technician be dispatched.

Optional


Integrated proximity card reader for tenant parkers



Integrated LPR (License Plate Recognition), links the parking ticket to the registration number of the
vehicle. Depending on the software setup the device would not issue a ticket unless if a license plate is
detected



Ticket accepting mechanism, normally used at hotels where the parker uses a parking ticket to enter
and exit multiple times. With this option the bezel where a ticket is presented is capable of accepting a
ticket and reading the barcode on the ticket to allow entry without the need to generate a new ticket



Integrated VOIP (Voice over internet protocol) intercom system when used for Pay on Foot or Central
Pay parking solutions
Designed and manufactured in South Africa,
for the harsh African environment
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